
Joyce Glasser

Joyce began her career in the Paris office of the American film studio United Artists Corporation.
After transferring to Los Angeles, she was recruited by the Mexican entertainment conglomerate
Televisa to open an entertainment news production office in the USA that would target Hispanic
audiences across the USA and South/Latin America. In 1988, she joined the newly-opened
Hollywood subsidiary of the French distribution company, Pandora, S.A. as acquisitions co-
ordinator. While working at Pandora, she started up Joyce Glasser Productions to option and
develop properties, including stage productions and novels/short stories, of interest to producers
working with Pandora.

In 1991, Joyce returned to Europe at the invitation of the IIK's most prominent entertainment
insurance loss adjuster, Gaebel Watkins and Taylor, where she dealt with production claims on
television progrcmmes (including all BBC independent production claims) and feature films across

the UK and continental Europe. During this period Joyce was also a freelance scrip reader and

editor for the European Script Fund and Media Development Agency. ln 1997 Joyce was offered a

Production Executive position in the National Lottery's film investment programme at the Arts
Council, which transferred to the UK Film Council in 2000. There, she supervised or acted as

Executive Producer on 12 feature and 40 short films, ineluding the'Un Certain Regard'winner at
Cannes, 'Beautiful People', and the BAFTA-winning short 'Shadow Scan'.

Joyce was also in charge of recruiting and writing and enforcing the guidelines for the
Department's pool of external script readers. Joyce left the UK Film Council in 2001 to complete
a law degree with an elective in media law. In 2005 Joyce was chosen to be the holiday
replacement for film critic Chris Tookey on the national newspaper, the Daily Mail.In 2006 Joyce
was elected to the Film Committee of the British Academy of Film and Television Arts (BAFTA).
She now runs a consulting business that campaigns and lobbies against age discrimination in the
media and offers services to media companies, writers, producers and insurers.


